**P-51D Mustang**

*Attention!*

These parts should be installed while building the 1/32 P-51D Mustang aircraft kit. Please also refer to the kit assembly manual.

**Cut**

- Open holes using the basic tools (see page 5 of the kit assembly manual) of a pin vise and drill bit (1mm diameter) before installing the metal barrel parts.

**Please do not force them through, as damage may occur to the parts.** Instead, use a 1mm drill bit to cut the barrels off of the machine gun parts (A-6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11) at the red line in the diagram, then use a 1mm drill bit to make the holes in the figures D-1 and D-2.

**Please be careful.**

- Most likely there are burrs inside the barrel shaft. If a part gets stuck during the process of insertion, please remove it and clean with 1mm drill bit. You can then re-insert the part if it is oriented correctly.

**Please make sure the parts are oriented correctly.**

- Please mix up the tops and the bottoms of the parts, and make sure to attach them at the correct angles.

**In place of parts C-13 and C-12, use parts D-6.**

**In place of part E, use part D.**

**Take part C-17, use part D.**

**Refer to manual p25.**

**Refer to manual p34.**

**Please finish with a coat of metal primer or similar (other metal paints will not adhere).**

**Plastic model cement won’t work on these parts. Please use suitable instant glue.**

**This kit is made of turned metal. Please be careful during assembly.**

**Please do not give this item to children under 15.**

**Please be careful.**

- Part D-1 contains sharp edges and corners, which may cause damage to your skin. Please be extremely careful.

**Please check historical references regarding the US AF, and finish your Mustang in your desired color according to the period.**

**To use this item, please refer to the assembly manual of the 1/32 “P-51D Mustang” kit.**
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